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Abstract

Emergent behavior is generally defined as the appearance of com-
plex behavior out of multiplicity of relatively simple interactions.
Nowadays, there are various kinds of software systems that deal
with detecting the emergence of certain behavior in environment,
representing it in the software and providing means to manipulate
the behavior. Where significant amount of research has been dedi-
cated to develop algorithms for detecting emergent behavior, there
is no dedicated attempt to provide suitable linguistic abstractions to
modularize emergent behavior and its related concerns. This results
in implementations that are complex and hard to maintain. In this
paper, we identify three characteristic features of emergent behav-
ior, and outline the shortcomings of current languages to properly
program and modularize emergent behavior. We introduce emer-
gent gummy modules as dedicated linguistic abstractions, which
facilitate defining the appearance and disappearance conditions of
emergent behavior as well as its utilization operations as one holis-
tic module. We explain the implementation of emergent gummy
modules in the GummyJ language, and illustrate that they improve
the modularity of implementations. We represent the event process-
ing semantics of GummyJ programs in UPPAAL model checker
and verify their correctness.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.3 [Programming Lan-
guages]: Language Constructs and Features—Modules, packages

General Terms Languages, Design

Keywords Emergent behavior, event-based modularization, event-
based composition, aspect-oriented modularization

1. Introduction

Emergent behavior is generally defined as the appearance of com-
plex behavior out of multiplicity of relatively simple interactions [7,
9, 19]; it is an effect that is caused by the properties and relations
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characterizing its simpler constituents. Nowadays, there are various
kinds of software systems that deal with detecting the emergence
of certain behavior in environment, representing it in the software
and providing means to manipulate the behavior. Various monitor-
ing and simulation systems such as traffic monitoring/ simulation
systems [21, 22], air traffic control systems [6], weather forecasting
systems, and stock market analysis systems are typical examples.

In addition to algorithmic complexity, software systems dealing
with emergent behavior are complex, because they usually need
to consider multiple cases of emergent behavior as well as other
concerns related to emergent behavior. Therefore, it is necessary to
identify the concerns that exist in such software systems, properly
separate and modularize them.

There has been significant amount of research to develop suit-
able algorithms for detecting emergent behavior in various do-
mains. However, suitable linguistic abstractions to program and
modularize emergent behavior and its relevant concerns have not
been studied. In this paper, we take an initial step towards filling
this gap.

We identify three characteristic features of emergent behavior
that must be respected by a language: a) it has transient nature,
because it appears and disappears when certain effect occurs due
to the interactions among its constituents; b) it has elastic nature,
because the number of constituents may change in due time; and
c) it has crosscutting nature, because it is the result of interactions
among multiple constituents.

Due to the crosscutting nature, an obvious choice is to adopt
aspect-oriented (AO) languages [11] to implement and modularize
emergent behavior; these languages are introduced to modularize
behavior that crosscuts multiple entities. Although AO languages
have been successfully applied to various kinds of crosscutting
concerns including object interactions [3], we observe that they
significantly fall short in modularizing emergent behavior. This
is mainly because of the transient and elastic nature of emergent
behavior, which make it a novel kind of crosscutting concern to be
considered.

The shortcomings of the AO languages may encourage pro-
grammers to adopt object-oriented (OO) languages to modularly
represent emergent behavior. Historically, objects are regarded as
abstractions over data and the set of operations that can be per-
formed on the data. In an OO modularization of software, there are
structural dependencies among objects, which are imposed by the
application requirements. In most mainstream languages such as
Java, the lifetime of objects is influenced by the structural depen-
dency of objects; an object is destroyed if there is no reference to it
from other objects.

These characteristics of OO modularization do not directly
match the characteristics of emergent behavior. Emergent behav-
ior is structurally decoupled to its constituents; instead, there is a
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behavioral dependency, which is transient. Due to the mentioned
mismatch, application code must be provided to program the tran-
sient and elastic nature of emergent behavior, which significantly
increases the complexity of implementations.

We introduce emergent gummy modules as novel linguistic
abstractions to program and modularize emergent behavior. To re-
spect the transient nature of emergent behavior, emergent gummy
modules encapsulate the condition under which their instances
must be constructed and destructed. To respect the elastic nature
of emergent behavior, emergent gummy modules adopt an event-
based communication mechanism to acquire data from the rele-
vant constituents; if an event matches the specified event selection
predicates, it is selected for further processing, without limiting the
constituents that publish events. To respect the crosscutting nature
of emergent behavior, emergent gummy modules facilitate repre-
senting emergent behavior, its appearance and disappearance con-
ditions and its utilization operations as one holistic module.

We explain the implementation of emergent gummy modules in
the GummyJ language by means of an example traffic simulation
software, and illustrate that emergent gummy modules improve the
modularity of implementations. We define the formal semantics of
GummyJ programs in the UPPAAL model checker, simulate the
behavior and verify various properties on the models.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides back-
ground information about emergent behavior and its characteris-
tics. Section 3 outlines a set of requirements for implementing and
modularizing emergent behavior. Section 4 discusses the shortcom-
ings of current languages in fulfilling these requirements. Section 5
explains emergent gummy modules, and Section 6 illustrates an
implementation of traffic simulation software in the GummyJ lan-
guage. Section 7 discusses the formal semantics of the GummyJ
language. Section 8 discusses the related work and Section 9 out-
lines conclusion and future work.

2. Background

2.1 Emergent Behavior

Emergent behavior is generally defined as the appearance of com-
plex behavior out of multiplicity of relatively simple interactions [7,
9, 19, 24]. This phenomenon is being extensively studied in various
disciplines such as nature, philosophy, art, and computer science.

Nowadays, there are various kinds of software systems that deal
with detecting the emergence of certain behavior in environment,
representing it in the software and providing means to manipulate
the behavior. Various monitoring and simulation systems such as
traffic monitoring/ simulation systems [21, 22], air traffic control
systems [6], weather forecasting systems, and stock market analy-
sis systems are typical examples.

In the air traffic control systems, traffic in both routes and air-
ports is detected and necessary support is provided to air traffic con-
trollers so that suitable rerouting decisions can be made. Weather
forecasting systems reason about the occurrence of certain atmo-
spheric conditions based on the data observed from sensors. Stock
market monitoring systems observe the sales rate and the price of
stocks, and reason about the fluctuation of every price.

In this paper, we make use of traffic simulation software as an
illustrative example. As Figure 1 symbolically depicts, there are
several road segments and cars passing these segments. Whenever
a car enters and/or exists a road segment, it sends its coordinates
and its entrance/exit time to the Congestion Detector entities. These
entities calculate the time to pass the road segment for each car. If
in the time duration T, the average travel time of cars exceeds the
threshold W, it is concluded that there is a congestion in the road
segment. If the average travel time goes below W, it is concluded
that traffic congestion has disappeared.

Figure 1: An example traffic simulation software

In case of congestion, a runtime entity is created to represent
the emergent behavior traffic congestion in the road segment. This
entity maintains information about the road segment and the aver-
age waiting time of cars in the segment. In addition, it defines the
operations (e.g. log and display), which can be performed on traffic
congestion information by other entities in the software. If the traf-
fic congestion disappears in the road segment, this runtime entity is
destroyed by the Congestion Detector entities.

2.2 Characteristics of Emergent Behavior

There have been several attempts to define the phenomenon of
emergent behavior and its types [7, 9, 19]. Independently of the
type of emergent behavior, it is generally accepted that emergent
behavior is an effect that is caused by the properties and relations
characterizing its simpler constituents [7]. This definition helps us
to derive the following characteristics for emergent behavior:

• Emergent behavior has transient nature: It appears when
certain effect becomes present, and may eventually disappear
when the effect is no longer present. This implies that emergent
behavior is structurally decoupled to its constituents; instead,
there is a behavioral dependency. For example, traffic conges-
tion in a road segment is not a property of the road segment nor
the cars passing the road segment; it is a transient effect caused
by the individual decisions of drivers, road conditions, etc.

• Emergent behavior has elastic nature: By definition, the ef-
fect cannot easily be reduced to individual constituents. One
reason for this, which we consider in this paper, is that the mul-
tiplicity of the constituents may vary in due time. For example
consider the emergent behavior traffic congestion. The number
of cars that are involved in a traffic congestion may change; new
cars may join the traffic congestion, which consequently cause
the traffic congestion to grow in length and density; some cars
may leave the traffic congestion, which cause the traffic con-
gestion to shrink until it disappears. The changing number of
constituents gives an elastic nature to emergent behavior.

• Emergent behavior has crosscutting nature: Since there are
more than one constituent playing a role in emergent behavior,
the effect caused by the properties and the relations of the
constituents crosscuts the behavior of constituents.
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3. Requirements for Representing Emergent

Behavior in Software

In addition to algorithmic complexity to detect emergent behav-
ior, software systems dealing with emergent behavior are complex
because they usually need to consider multiple cases of emergent
behavior [6]. Therefore, like in any complex software system, it is
necessary to properly modularize the concerns that exist in such
software systems. Along this line, we particularly focus on emer-
gent behavior, and claim that a programming language must offer
suitable constructs for the following matters:

• Defining and acquiring data: For the purpose of detecting
the appearance and disappearance of emergent behavior, the
language must provide means to detect the availability of the
necessary data in constituents, and to receive it. The kinds
of the data that must be supported cannot be fixed, and is in
general application specific. Besides, due to the elastic nature
of emergent behavior, the constituents that provide the data
may change in due time. These imply that the language must
facilitate defining various data providers as well as various
kinds of data that must be acquired from them.

• Detecting the appearance and disappearance of emergent be-
havior: Due to the inherent causal relation between emergent
behavior and its constituents, the conditions for the appear-
ance and disappearance of emergent behavior are defined as
correlations among the data that is acquired from the con-
stituents [5, 6, 21, 22, 24]. Therefore, to be able to program
the transient nature of emergent behavior, the language must
provide suitable constructs to express the conditions for the ap-
pearance and disappearance of emergent behavior, to acquire
the necessary data, and to evaluate the conditions.

• Utilizing emergent behavior: For each kind of emergent behav-
ior, the language must facilitate maintaining necessary state in-
formation, and must offer means to define desired operations to
access and manipulate this information. For example in the traf-
fic simulation software, the language must facilitate maintain-
ing information about the road segment and the average waiting
time, besides defining necessary operations such as display and
log to access and possibly manipulate this information.
Emergent behavior goes through various states during its life-
time: it appears, it is represented in software as a runtime en-
tity, the entity may be utilized in the software until the behavior
disappears. To achieve a correct implementation of software,
the language must offer suitable means to define and enforce
desired synchronization rules. For example, emergent behavior
cannot be considered as appeared and disappeared at the same
time, or the runtime entity must no longer be utilized in the
software when the emergent behavior has disappeared.

• Modularizing emergent behavior: Due to the crosscutting na-
ture of emergent behavior and the structural decoupling to its
constituents, the language must offer suitable means to separate
and modularize emergent behavior and its corresponding con-
cerns (e.g. appearance and disappearance conditions, utilization
operations and synchronization rules). Consequently, if the def-
inition of emergent behavior and its relevant concerns evolve,
ripple modification effects on irrelevant parts of the software
can be prevented.

4. Obstacles in Modularizing Emergent Behavior

Due to the crosscutting nature of emergent behavior, an obvious
choice is to adopt AO languages to modularly represent emergent
behavior in software. AO languages offer the so-called aspects as
means to modularize behavior that crosscuts multiple entities. To

modularly represent emergent behavior via aspects, one may con-
sider the constituents as base objects. The changes in the behavior
of the constituents and the corresponding data can be represented
via join points. Pointcut designators facilitate selecting the data of
interest; advice code is a means to implement the functionality to
process the data and compute the appearance or disappearance con-
ditions of emergent behavior. Most AO languages facilitate defining
various attributes and methods for utilizing aspects.

To evaluate AO languages, we classify AO languages into the
languages that support pointcut-based aspect instantiation, and the
languages that support explicit instantiation of aspects. Figure 2
summarizes the limitations of these languages, which are explained
in the following.

Transient Nature Elastic Nature Crosscutting Nature

AO languages with 

pointcut-based

instantiation

Aspects’ lifetime 

depends on the lifetime 

of base objects. 

Workarounds are needed

to define aspect 

instantiation and 

destruction conditions.

Workarounds are needed 

to support a dynamic 

group of base objects.

Emergent behavior  and 

its relevant concerns can 

be defined as one aspect 

module.

OO languages/ 

AO Languages 

unifying aspects and 

objects

Objects’ lifetime 

depends on the lifetime 

of other objects. 

Application code is 

needed to program 

transient nature.

An aspect/ object is 

bound to a predefined 

set of base objects. 

Workarounds are needed 

to support a dynamic 

group of base objects.

Multiple objects and 

aspects are needed to 

program emergent 

behavior and its relevant 

concerns.

Emergent gummy 

modules

An emergent gummy

module is loosely 

coupled to the base 

objects. It encapsulates 

its appearance and 

disappearance 

conditions.

An emergent gummy 

module can receive 

events from several base 

objects.

An emergent behavior 

and its relevant concerns 

are modularized via 

emergent gummy 

modules. 

Figure 2: Modularizing emergent behavior

4.1 Languages Supporting Pointcut-Based Aspect
Instantiation

In the AO languages that support pointcut-based aspect instantia-
tion such as [1, 11], emergent behavior and its relevant concerns
can modularly be represented via an aspect. The appearance con-
dition of emergent behavior may be expressed via a pointcut des-
ignator; if the pointcut is evaluated to TRUE, an aspect instance is
constructed to represent emergent behavior. These languages, how-
ever, have two limitations to program the transient nature of emer-
gent behavior.

Firstly, the pointcut designators have limited expression power
to define various kinds of appearance conditions of emergent be-
havior. As a result, workaround code must be provided via advice
code. Secondly, aspect instances remain active as long as their cor-
responding base objects are not destroyed. However, the lifetime
of emergent behavior does not usually depend on the lifetime of
its constituents; it conditionally depends on the behavior and prop-
erties of the constituents. For example the lifetime of traffic con-
gestion is independent of the actual lifetime of a road segment and
cars in the road segment. Instead, it depends on the average travel
time of the cars in a given time period. These two shortcomings
oblige programmers to provide workarounds, which may not ful-
fill application requirements and may increase the complexity of
implementations.

These AO languages also fall short in programming the elastic
nature of emergent behavior. An aspect can be instantiated as a
singleton object, or it can be bound to one or a specific group of
objects [20]. Therefore, workarounds must be provided to bind an
aspect to a group with dynamically changing constituents. Such
workarounds naturally increase the complexity of implementations.

Let us illustrate these shortcomings of these AO languages
by means of an example. We adopt AspectJ, which is a widely-
used AO language, for the purpose of presentation; however, the
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1. public aspect TrafficCongestion pertarget(selecting (SensorData, Segment)){

2. private boolean constructed;

3. private static long T = 10, W = 30; 

4. pointcut selecting(TrafficData data, Segment s):

5. execution(void Segment.notify(TrafficData))

6. && target(s) && args(data);

7. after(TrafficData data, Segment s): selecting (data, s){

8. if (!constructed) {

9. //compute the appearance condition

10. if (computeAverageWaitingTime(data) >= W){

11. this.constructed = Boolean.TRUE; 

12. //initialize the fields

13. }

14. }

15. else 

16. if (computeAverageWaitingTime(data) < W)

17. this.constructed = Boolean.FALSE; 

18. }

19. private static long computeAverageWaitingTime (TrafficData data){...}

20. private long w_time;

21. public void log(){ if (this.constructed){ … }}

22. public void display (){ if (this.constructed){ … }}

23. }

Figure 3: An AO modularization of emergent behavior

discussions are generic to other AO languages in this category. To
compute the appearance of traffic congestion in a road segment, we
require to collect information from each individual car that enters
and exists the road segment. Since AspectJ cannot support this
dynamic nature in the base objects, as a workaround we assume that
there is the Java class Segment whose individual instances represent
individual road segments and provide corresponding traffic data
from the cars passing the road segment.

Figure 3 shows the aspect TrafficCongestion, which provides a
modular representation of traffic congestion. The pointcut desig-
nator selecting in lines 4–6 implements the functionality to collect
traffic data which is provided via the argument data of the method
notify. The pointcut designators and instantiation strategy of As-
pectJ are not expressive enough to accumulate data; therefore, we
have to adopt advice code as a workaround. The advice code in
lines 7–14 implements the functionality for accumulating the data
and detecting the appearance of traffic congestion. The pointcut
designator selecting is consequently specified in line 1 as the in-
stantiator pointcut; an aspect instance is constructed for each in-
stance of Segment as soon as traffic data is available in a road seg-
ment.

AspectJ does not offer explicit language constructs to destruct
aspect instances; an aspect instance remains alive as long as its
corresponding base object is alive. For this reason, we define the
workaround variable constructed to mark the aspect instance as
destructed if it is concluded that traffic congestion has disappeared
in a road segment. The advice code in lines 15–18 is provided
to compute the disappearance condition and to mark the aspect
instance as destructed. Since the aspect instance is not destroyed,
the instantiation strategy in line 1 is not executed to compute the
re-appearance of traffic congestion; instead the advice code in lines
7–14 marks the aspect instance as constructed.

To facilitate utilizing traffic congestion in the software, lines
20–22 defines a set of attributes and methods for the aspect. The
extra checks in the methods log and display are to define the
synchronization rules; if an aspect is marked as destructed, its
utilization must be prevented.

Adopting an AspectJ-like language to represent emergent be-
havior gives the advantage of defining the emergent behavior and
its relevant concerns (i.e. appearance and disappearance conditions,
utilization operations, and synchronization rules) in one module.
Therefore, evolutions of these can be encapsulated within the as-
pect module. However, as the red lines in Figure 3 show, signifi-
cant workarounds are needed to program the transient and elastic

nature of emergent behavior. Such workarounds increase the com-
plexity of implementations; besides the implementations may not
fulfill application requirements. For example, an instance of Traf-
ficCongestion is constructed as soon as the first traffic data is ob-
served in a road segment even if no traffic congestion has appeared
in the road segment.

There are several proposals to increase the expression power of
pointcut designators, for example via history-based pointcuts [17,
23]. As we have extensively studied in [13], such extensions also
have limited expression power to define various appearance condi-
tions. Moreover, these extensions are not integrated with the instan-
tiation strategy of the AO languages.

4.2 OO Languages/ AO Languages Supporting Explicit
Aspect Instantiation

Historically, objects are regarded as abstractions over data and
the set of operations that can be performed on the data. In an
OO modularization of software, there are structural dependencies
among objects, which are imposed by application requirements. In
most mainstream languages such as Java, the lifetime of objects is
influenced by the structural dependency of objects on each other; an
object is destroyed if there is no reference to it from other objects.

These characteristics of OO modularization do not directly
match the characteristics of emergent behavior. Emergent behav-
ior is structurally decoupled to its constituents; instead, there is a
behavioral dependency, which is transient. Due to the mentioned
mismatch between the characteristics of emergent behavior and
objects, application code must be provided to program emergent
behavior. Like any other complex software system, we face the
challenge of selecting the implementation that offers better soft-
ware qualities such as adaptability and evolvability.

For example, adopting the OO design patterns seems to be a
proper choice since adaptability and evolvability of software is con-
sidered important. Figure 4 schematically represents an example
implementation, in which the Observer, Mediator, Factory Method
and Decorator patterns are adopted.

The Observer pattern is adopted to gather traffic data from the
instances of Car, which represent cars entering and existing a road
segment.

 notifies

«decorator»

TrafficCongestionDec

«interface»

TrafficCongestion

+log()

+display()

-averagespeed: Long

 notifies

Observer

+update (TrafficData)

«Mediator»

Synchronizer

+update (TrafficData)

+synchronize ()

-appeared: Boolean

-tc: TrafficCongestion

Destructor

+destroy ()

+notify()

      undeploy

«colleague»

Disappearance

+request (TrafficData)

+notify ()

Subject

+addObserver()

+removeObserver()

+notifyObservers()

«factorymethod»

Constructor

+createObject ()

+notify()

Car

+notitfy(TrafficData)

 deploy

«concrete»

TrafficCongestionCon

«colleague»

Appearance

+request (TrafficData)

+notify ()

Figure 4: An OO modularization of emergent behavior

The Mediator pattern is adopted to implement the synchroniza-
tion rules between the classes Appearance and Disappearance,
which implement the functionality to compute the appearance and
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disappearance conditions of traffic congestion. A synchronization
rule is implemented as follows: if traffic congestion has not ap-
peared in a road segment, the observed traffic data is forwarded
from Synchronizer to Appearance to compute the appearance con-
dition; otherwise, it is forwarded to Disappearance.

The classes Constructor and Destructor implement the func-
tionality to instantiate (deploy) and destroy (undeploy) an instance
of TrafficCongestion object (aspect). Depending on the adopted OO
language, various implementation mechanisms such as object pool-
ing, strong, weak and safe references can be adopted to construct
and destruct the instances of TrafficCongestion. It is outside the
scope of this paper to discuss all possible implementation mecha-
nisms. The Decorator pattern is adopted to enforce that no method
can be executed on the instance of TrafficCongestion if traffic con-
gestion has disappeared.

Most design patterns emphasize reusability and evolvability of
implementations. However, this comes with the price of increas-
ing the complexity of implementations, because each pattern re-
quires its own classes, its class hierarchies with specific methods,
and its constraints. The complexity increases further where various
association relations must be defined among the classes to facil-
itate exchanging data. Therefore, adopting such implementations
significantly increases the overall complexity of the software that
has to deal with various kinds of emergent behavior. Moreover,
workarounds may still be needed to overcome the constraints of
patterns in programming emergent behavior. For example, due to
the elastic nature of traffic congestion, the cars that constitute traf-
fic congestion may change; this means that workarounds must be
provided to dynamically bind/un-bind the instance of Synchronizer
to the corresponding instances of Car.

Another alternative to the Observer pattern is to adopt event-
based communication to gather necessary information. Various
proposals exist to extend existing languages to support event-based
communications. Event-delegate mechanism of C#, Ptolemy [18],
EScala [8] and DominoJ [25] are examples. The above-mentioned
complexity and problems exist in these languages too.

In the AO languages that unify the notion of aspects and objects,
such as [16, 20], an aspect is instantiated and treated in a similar
way as objects. Where conventional objects can also be adopted
instead of aspects to represent emergent behavior, aspects help to
cope with the crosscutting nature of emergent behavior.

In these languages, aspects can dynamically be deployed/unde-
ployed on base objects; this may facilitate programming the tran-
sient nature of emergent behavior. However, unlike the other cat-
egory of AO languages, aspects cannot encapsulate the appear-
ance and disappearance conditions of emergent behavior, as well
as the synchronization rules. Moreover, these AO languages also
have limitations to cope with the elastic nature of emergent behav-
ior, because an aspect instance can be deployed on a fixed set of
objects.

5. Emergent Gummy Modules

To be able to cope with the complexity of the software systems that
deal with emergent behavior, we advocate the need for dedicated
linguistic abstractions to modularly represent emergent behavior.
We introduce emergent gummy modules, which facilitate defining
emergent behavior, its appearance and disappearance conditions, its
utilization operations and necessary synchronization rules as one
holistic module.

Figure 5 represents the abstract syntax of emergent gummy
modules. Note that this is a description of emergent gummy mod-
ules, not the abstract syntax of a particular language in which this
concept is implemented.

A Program consists of a set of events, emergent gummy mod-
ules, and ordinary objects communicating with emergent gummy

modules. We consider the notion of events fundamental to program
emergent behavior to achieve loose coupling to constituent objects.
An event represents a state change of interest in environment, and is
a means to represent and abstract necessary information about be-
havior in the environment. As the expressions Event and Attribute
show, an event can convey necessary information about the state
changes via its attributes. An attribute is recognized by its unique
identifier, type, and value.

As the expression EmergentGummyModule shows, an emergent
gummy module is recognized by its unique identifier, and may de-
fine a set of local variables and methods. An emergent gummy
module consists of three kinds of code blocks, which interact with
the environment; these are identified as Appearance, Disappear-
ance and Utilization code blocks.

The Appearance code block implements the functionality to
compute appearance conditions of emergent behavior. To this aim,
it filters the events of interest from the environment; as the expres-
sion EventSelector shows the event selections semantics can be de-
fined as predicates over events and their attributes.

Before an emergent gummy module is instantiated, the Appear-
ance code block cannot update the local variables defined in the
module. Necessary local variables for computing the appearance
conditions can be defined and initialized via a set of Initializer
statements. These statements are executed only once.

The Appearance code block defines a set of statements for com-
puting the appearance conditions, which eventually may lead to
a request to construct an instance of the corresponding emergent
gummy module. The construction request may be followed with
more statements to perform necessary operations after the instanti-
ation of an emergent gummy module; for example, to initialize its
local variables.

Likewise, the Disappearance code block implements the func-
tionality to compute disappearance conditions of emergent behav-
ior. It may eventually request to destruct the instance of the corre-
sponding emergent gummy module. This request may be followed
by more statements that must be executed upon destruction, for ex-
ample to release the acquired resources.

An emergent gummy module may define zero or more Utiliza-
tion code blocks. These blocks are means to perform desired op-
erations on the local variables of the module. They receive the re-
quests to perform an operation via events, which are filtered using
the specified event selection predicates. Within these code blocks,
various operations can be performed on the events, except for re-
questing to construct or destruct the instance of emergent gummy
module.

¥! Program ::= (e: Event| m: EmergentGummyModule | o: Object)*   

¥! Event ::= Attribute* 

¥! Attribute ::= id: Identifier; t : Type; v : Value         

   where Value is an acceptable value for Type 

¥! EmergentGummyModule ::= id: Identifier; Variable*; Method*;  

                         Appearance; Disappearance; Utilization* 

¥! Appearance ::= EventSelector; Initializer*; AppearanceStatement*; (construct; Statement*)? 

¥! Disappearance ::= EventSelector; Statement*; (destruct; Statement*)? 

¥! Utilization ::= EventSelector; Statement* 

¥! EventSelector ::= q ! Q    

                 where Q  is a set of acceptable logical predicates 

¥! Initializer ::= Variable (= initialization statement)? 

¥! Variable ::= id: Identifier; t: Type 

¥! Method ::= Signature; Statement* 

¥! Identifier ::= an acceptable identifier in the language 

¥! Signature ::= an acceptable signature in the language 

¥! Type ::= t ! T    

  Where T is a set of acceptable types in the language 

¥! AppearanceStatement ::= s ! S\M 

   Where S is the set of supported statements in the language 

     M is the set of supported statements modifying the  

    local variables of emergent gummy module 

¥! Statement ::= s ! S\{construct, destruct} 
   where S is the set of supported statements in the language 

Figure 5: The abstract syntax of emergent gummy modules
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The semantics constraints of emergent gummy modules are
as follows. Before an instance of an emergent gummy module is
constructed, its appearance code block is the only active code block
of the module, which responds to the events in the environment.
After the instantiation, this code block is deactivated, and other
code blocks are activated.

In responding to the environmental events, the disappearance
code block has higher priority to the utilization code blocks that
select the same set of events. This means that upon arrival of an
event, if it matches the event selection predicate of the disappear-
ance block, it is first processed by this block. If the event process-
ing does not cause the module instance to be destructed, the event
is processed by the utilization code blocks whose event selection
predicates matches the event.

6. The GummyJ Language

In this paper, we explain the GummyJ language, which is an exten-
sion to Java to implement emergent gummy modules. We provide
an implementation of our illustrative example to explain the lan-
guage. The implementation makes use of some helper Java classes
named as TMS* to implement the necessary functionality of this
software; due to the page limit we do not explain the details of
these classes.

6.1 Definition of Event Types

Adopted from the EventReactor language [13], the GummyJ lan-
guage considers events as typed entities. An event type is a data
structure defining a set of attributes, where an event is an instance
that contains the values of attributes. There can be inheritance rela-
tion among event types. Listing 1 shows an excerpt of the specified
event types. Here, EventType is the super type of all event types,
which defines the attributes publisher and stacktrace. The for-
mer keeps the unique identifier of the publisher of event, and the
latter keeps information about the active stack frames at the time
events are published.

1 eventtype EventType{Object publisher; Object target; StackTrace stacktrace;}
2 eventtype CarEvent extends EventType{TMS.CarCoordinate coordinate; Long time; }
3 eventtype LogEvent extends EventType{}
4 eventtype DisplayEvent extends EventType{}

Listing 1: Specification of event types

For our traffic simulation software we define the following event
types. The events of type CarEvent are published by the cars when
they enter or exist a road segment; they carry along the coordinates
the corresponding road segment, the time of entrance or exist as
well as the speed of the car. The events of type LogEvent and
DisplayEvent are means to represent the requests to log and
display traffic congestion information, respectively.

6.2 Modularization of Emergent Behavior

Listing 2 shows the definition of the emergent gummy module
TrafficCongestion, to modularly represent traffic congestion in
a road segment. The gummy module receives the coordinates of the
corresponding segment via its parameter s coordinate.

Line 2 defines the local variables T, W and w time, which main-
tain the time threshold for accumulating traffic data, the threshold
for average waiting time, and the average speed of traffic conges-
tion, respectively. Lines 3–4 define the local variables cars and
times to accumulate information about the cars in a road segment,
and the time that took each car to travel across the segment.

Line 6–7 define selector, which is an event selection expres-
sion to filter the events published by the cars entering or exist-
ing the road segment s coordinate. The event selection expres-
sion can be defined as Boolean predicates over event attributes.

Here, the keyword input refers to the current event being pro-
cessed by the language; the expression filters the events whose type
matches CarEvent, and via the helper method inSegment filters
the events whose coordinate is within the road segment specified
by s coordinate.

1 emergentgummymodule TrafficCongestion (TMS.SegmentCoordinate s coordinate) {
2 Long T = new Long(10); Long W = new Long(30); Long w time;
3 HashMap<Object, TMS.CarInfo> cars = new HashMap<Object, TMS.CarInfo>();
4 ArrayList<Long> times = new ArrayList<Long>();
5
6 selector := (input.type == CarEvent.class &&
7 inSegment(((CarEvent)input).coordinate, s coordinate));
8 appearance (selector){
9 initializer {

10 HashMap<Object, TMS.CarInfo> a cars = new HashMap<Object, TMS.CarInfo>();
11 ArrayList<Long> a times = new ArrayList<Long>();
12 }
13 Long avg = computeAverageWaitingTime (a cars, a times, input);
14 if (avg >= W){
15 construct;
16 w time = avg;
17 cars.putAll(a cars); times.putall(a times);
18 }
19 }
20 disappearance (selector){
21 Long avg = computeAverageWaitingTime (cars, times, input);
22 if (avg < W) destruct;
23 }
24 update (selector){ w time = computeAverageWaitingTime (cars, times, input);}
25 log (input.type == LogEvent.class){ TMSHelper.log(w time); }
26 display (input.type == DisplayEvent.class) { TMSHelper.display(w time); }
27
28 Long computeAverageWaitingTime (HashMap<Object, TMS.CarInfo> cars,
29 ArrayList<Long> times, EventType input){
30 if (cars.get(input.publisher) == null)
31 cars.put(input.publisher, new TMS.CarInfo(input));
32 else{
33 times.add(TMSHelper.computeTravelTime(cars.get(input.publisher),input));
34 cars.remove(input.publisher);
35 }
36 if (TMSHelper.computeElapsedTime() > T)
37 return TMSHelper.computeAverageTime(times);
38 else

39 return new Long(−1);
40 }
41 Boolean inSegment (TMS.CarCoordinate cc, TMS.SegmentCoordinate sc){
42 return TMSHelper.checkCoordinate (cc, sc);
43 }
44 Boolean matches(TMS.SegmentCoordinate sc1,TMS.SegmentCoordinate sc2){
45 return TMSHelper.coordinateMatches (sc1, sc2);
46 }
47 }

Listing 2: Modularizing traffic congestion

Lines 8–19 define a code block encapsulating the condition for the
appearance of traffic congestion. The keyword appearance indi-
cates that this code block may request to instantiate the emergent
gummy module TrafficCongestion. This code block is executed
when there is no instance of the module for the given road segment,
and when an event is selected by selector.

Within this code block, an initializer code block defines the
variables a cars and a times, which maintain necessary informa-
tion about the cars and their travel time, to be used for calculating
the appearance of traffic congestion. This code block is executed
only once when the appearance code block is executed for the first
time.

In line 13, the local method computeAverageWaitingTime is
invoked to compute the average travel time of the cars in the road
segment within the time period T. If the average travel time is equal
or above W, a request to instantiate TrafficCongestion is issued
to the runtime environment of GummyJ. After the instantiation, the
control of execution returns to line 16, in which local variables of
TrafficCongestion are updated.

Lines 20–23 define a code block encapsulating the condi-
tion for the disappearance of traffic congestion. The keyword
disappearance indicates that this code block may request to
destroy an instance of TrafficCongestion. This code block is
executed after TrafficCongestion is instantiated for the given
road segment, and when an event is selected by selector.

Line 24 defines the code block update to update the infor-
mation about the average waiting time in the road segment; this
code block is executed in the time interval after an instance of
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TrafficCongestion is constructed, and before it is destroyed.
Since both disappear and update react to the same set of events,
according to the semantics explained in Section 7, disappear has
higher priority to process the events. This is because processing
the events may cause the instance of TrafficCongestion to be
destroyed.

Application objects can communicate with emergent gummy
modules via events, and can exchange data with each other via
event attributes. The code blocks log and display show examples,
which defines the functionality to log and display traffic congestion
information upon arrival of the events of the types LogEvent and
DisplayEvent, respectively.

6.3 Utilization of Emergent Gummy Modules

The first step towards utilizing emergent gummy modules is to in-
troduce the chain of emergent gummy modules in the GummyJ lan-
guage; if an emergent gummy module is parametric the actual val-
ues of its parameters must also be defined. Lines 9–10 of Listing 3
shows an excerpt of the code, which introduces two variations of
TrafficCongestion to represent traffic congestion in two road
segments segment 1 and segment 2.

1 ...
2 public class Segment{
3 public TMS.SegmentCoordinate coordinate;
4 ...
5 }
6 ...
7 public class Initializer {
8 public void initialize (){
9 GummyJ.add(TrafficCongestion.class, segment 1.coordinate);

10 GummyJ.add(TrafficCongestion.class, segment 2.coordinate);
11 }
12 }
13 ....
14 public class Car{
15 ...
16 public void enter (){
17 CarEvent event = new CarEvent();
18 event.publisher = this.ID;
19 event.time = getCurrentTime();
20 event.coordinate = this.coordinate;
21 GummyJ.publish(event, Mode.Asynchronous);
22 }
23 ...
24 }
25
26 public class Utilizer (){
27 ...
28 public void logInfo (){
29 LogEvent event = new LogEvent();
30 GummyJ.publish(event, Mode.Asynchronous);
31 }
32 ...
33 }
34 ...

Listing 3: An example utilization of emergent gummy modules

The GummyJ language provides a dedicated API to receive
events from the external objects. Adopted from the EventReactor
language, events can be published from various sources through
adopting Java-JNI [13]. Depending on the semantics of the pub-
lisher, events can be published in an asynchronous manner.

Lines 17–21 of Listing 3 show an excerpt of the code to publish
an event of the type CarEvent from the Java class Car to the
GummyJ language. For this matter, an instance of the event type
is created, its attributes are initialized, and the event is published to
GummyJ via an asynchronous method call.

The formal semantics of GummyJ in processing events is ex-
plained in section 7. Assume for example that the emergent gummy
modules TrafficCongestion(segment 1.coordinate) and
TrafficCongestion(segment 2.coordinate) are not instan-
tiated yet. Through the invocation in line 21 of Listing 3, the event
is received by the runtime environment of GummyJ, which pro-
vides it first to TrafficCongestion(segment 1.coordinate).
Since this module is not instantiated yet, appearance is the only
active block to process the event. The event matches the ex-
pression specified by selector, and is processed by the code

block. After the event processing terminates in this block, the
runtime environment provides the event to the gummy module
TrafficCongestion(segment 2.coordinate), but the event
is ignored by the code block appearance of this module, because
it does not match selector.

Lines 28–31 of Listing 3 show an example request to log traf-
fic congestion information. At runtime, this event is provided to
TrafficCongestion(segment 1.coordinate). If this module
is not instantiated, the event is provided to the appearance code
block. However, since the event does not match selector, it is
ignored by the module. If the module is already instantiated, the
disappearance code block has priority over other code blocks
to process the event. Since the event does not match the event se-
lection expression of this block, it is ignored by the block, and is
provided to the code block log.

6.4 Discussions

As summarized in Figure 2, emergent gummy modules can be
regarded as the natural successor of aspects to modularize emergent
behavior. Events are generic forms of join points; event attributes
correspond to joint point contextual variables. In contrary to the
existing AO languages, new types of events and event attributes
can be defined in GummyJ.

To express the transient nature of emergent behavior, various
appearance and disappearance conditions of emergent behavior
can be programmed and modularized from the rest of emergent
gummy modules via appearance and disappearance code blocks,
respectively. The separation of these code blocks paves the way
to localize the evolutions in the appearance and disappearance
conditions of emergent behavior in the corresponding code block.

Through adopting an event-based communication mechanism,
emergent gummy modules are loosely-coupled to the constituent of
emergent behavior. This facilitates supporting the elastic nature of
emergent behavior; if an event matches the specified event selection
predicates, it is selected for further processing without limiting the
number of event publishers.

Various utilization code blocks can be defined as well as lo-
cal variables and methods to facilitate utilizing emergent gummy
modules in applications. There are built-in synchronization rules to
activate the code blocks. This eliminates the need for extending the
code blocks with extra synchronization checks as it was needed in
AO languages.

7. Event Processing Semantics of GummyJ

We adopt the UPPAAL toolbox [2] to formally simulate and ver-
ify the semantics of GummyJ programs in processing events and
synchronizing the activation of code blocks.

In UPPAAL, a program is modeled as a network of timed au-
tomata, called processes, which are executed concurrently. The
timed automata are extended with integer variables, structured data
types, user defined functions, and channel synchronization. Pro-
cesses communicate with each other through channels; the sender
c! synchronizes with the receiver c? through a state transition.

Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 show the timed automata for the runtime
manager, for the coordination logic of code blocks, for the appear-
ance, disappearance and utilization code blocks, respectively. Due
to space limit, we do not represent the model of base objects in
software and event queues.

Whenever a new event is received by the runtime environment
of the GummyJ language, it us inserted in an event queue; the
queued events are processed in an FIFO manner.

As Figure 6 shows, via the channels consume! and ready?, the
runtime manager tries to receive an event represented by input from
the event queue. If there is any event, !NULL(input), it initializes
the list of emergent gummy modules via the function initialize(),
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Figure 6: The model of the GummyJ runtime manager

and starts iterating over the emergent gummy modules via the func-
tion getNextGummyModule(input). The input event is processed by
the modules in a sequential manner; the unique identifier of the cur-
rent module is maintained in the variable gm. If there is no module
to process the event, gm ==-1, a request to receive the next event
in the queue is issued, and a transition takes place to the location
Start; otherwise, a transition takes place to the location Processing.

To process the input event, the runtime manager synchronizes
with the coordinator in Figure 7 via the channel gm process[gm]!.
As a result, the coordinator retrieves the number of code blocks
defined in the emergent gummy module, and stores it in the variable
counter[gm id]. It also updates block[gm id] with the active code
block to process the event, which can be either APPEARANCE or
DISAPPEARANCE. Afterwards, as long as there is a code block to
process the event, counter[gm id] > 0, the event is provided to the
corresponding code block.

If the active code block is the appearance block, the coordina-
tor synchronizes with the appearance automaton in Figure 8 via the
channel process app[gm id]!. In this automaton, the event selec-
tion criteria is expressed via the Boolean method matches(input). if
the event does not match the event expression, it is ignored and the
automaton stays in the location Start. Otherwise, if the initializer
part of the appearance code block is not executed, it is executed by
assigning the value 1 to the variable initialized.

The event processing takes place in the location Processing; the
automaton stays in this location for maximum c <= MAX time unit
to represent a time consuming event processing operation.

Various kinds of operations can be performed in this location.
As the sub-graph starting with the transition statement[gm id] =
UPDATE shows, the appearance code block may try to update the
local variables of emergent gummy module, which is an erroneous
behavior and is prevented by the runtime manager. As the sub-
graph starting with the transition p event = produceEvent() shows,
the appearance code block may publish new events, which are
inserted in the event queue.

As the sub-graph starting with the statement[gm id] = CON-
STRUCT shows, a request to instantiate the emergent gummy mod-
ule may be issued via the channel statement call[gm id]!, which
is received by the automaton in Figure 6. As a result, the runtime
manager marks the emergent gummy module as being constructed
by taking a transition to the location Constructing and updating the
variable constructing[gm] with 1. Afterwards, the control returns to
the appearance automaton, which continues with event processing,
for example, by publishing new events. As Figures 6 and 8 show,
multiple requests to instantiate a module may be issued, which are
ignored by the runtime manager.

block[gm_id] == APPEARANCE block[gm_id] == UTILIZATION

gm_process_return[gm_id]!

process_util_return[gm_id]?

destructing[gm_id] != 1
block[gm_id] = UTILIZATION

destructing[gm_id] == 1

counter[gm_id] <= 0

gm_process_return[gm_id]!
updateBlock()

counter[gm_id] > 0

process_app_return[gm_id]?

process_app[gm_id]!

block[gm_id] == DISAPPEARANCE

process_util[gm_id]!
counter[gm_id]--

process_disapp_return[gm_id]?

process_disapp[gm_id]!
counter[gm_id]--

gm_process[gm_id]?
counter[gm_id] = codeBlocksNum(),
block[gm_id] = codeBlockType()

Figure 7: A model for coordinating the activation of code blocks

After the execution of the appearance block terminates, the co-
ordinator makes use of gm process return[gm id]! to inform the
runtime manager. If the runtime manager is in Constructing lo-
cation, it marks the emergent gummy module as constructed by
updating the corresponding variables, and takes a transition to the
location Iterating. If processing an input event results in the in-
stantiation of a module, the event will not be processed by other
interfaces of the module. This is because the event processing may
lead to infinite number of consequent instantiation and destruction
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Figure 8: A model for the appearance code blocks
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Figure 9: A model for the disappearance code blocks
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Figure 10: A model for the utilization code blocks

of the module. Therefore, after marking an emergent gummy mod-
ule as constructed, the runtime manager provides the input event to
the next emergent gummy module in the chain, if any.

After the instantiation of a module, the runtime manager up-
dates block[gm id] with the value DISAPPEARANCE. Therefore,
if the coordinator automaton in Figure 7 receives an event in future,
it directs the event to the disappearance automaton in Figure 9. The
event is processed in the disappearance automaton, which may re-
quest to destroy the instance of the emergent gummy module. This
request is handled by the runtime manager in a similar way as the
request for instantiation.

As Figure 7 shows, after an event is processed by the disappear-
ance automaton, and if this has not resulted in the destruction of
the emergent gummy module, destructing[gm id] != 1, the request
is processed by all the utilization code blocks, in the order they are
defined in the emergent gummy module, based on the automaton

in Figure 10. In this automaton, if the event is of interest, it is pro-
cessed. The event processing may result in generating new events
in an asynchronous manner, which are inserted in the event queue
to be processed later.

It is considered an erroneous behavior if before a module is fully
constructed (destructed), a destruction (construction) request for it
is issued. This is modeled in the runtime manager automaton in Fig-
ure 6 by the location Error. Moreover, it is considered erroneous,
if there is an attempt to update any local variable of the emergent
gummy module in Figure 8 before there is a request to instantiate
the module.

Formal modeling of GummyJ semantics facilitates simulating
the behavior and verifying the correctness of the properties of
emergent behavior in the models. Figure 11 represents a set of
example properties that we verified on the models.

Properties Description

E<> (input > 0 && gm != -1 && 

(Appearance(gm).Processing  ||   

Disappearance(gm).Processing || 

Utilization(gm).Processing))

If there is an input event and there is an emergent 

gummy module to process the event, the event is 

processed by one of the active code blocks. 

A[]  forall (gm_id:int[0,MAXGM])  not 

((constructing[gm_id] == 1 || 

constructed [gm_id] == 0) && 

(Disappearance(gm_id).Processing ||

Utilization(gm_id).Processing))

For all emergent gummy modules, it is never the case 

that during the construction process, disappearance 

or utilization code blocks start processing events.

A[]  forall (gm_id:int[0,MAXGM])  not 

((destructing[gm_id] == 1 || 

destructed[gm_id] == 1) && 

(Utilization(gm_id).Processing))

For all emergent gummy modules, it is never the case 

that when a module is not instantiated, its 

disappearance or utilization code blocks process 

events.

A[]  forall (gm_id:int[0,MAXGM])  not 

((constructed [gm_id] == 1) && 

(Appearance(gm_id).Processing))

For all emergent gummy modules, it is never the case 

that after the instantiation of  a module, its 

appearance code block processes events. 

E<> GummyRuntime.Error There are paths that lead to an error; i.e. if before 

instantiation of a module, its appearance code blocks 

tries to update local variables of the module; or 

construction and destruction requests are issued from 

within utilization code blocks.

Figure 11: The set of verified properties on the models

8. Related Work

The current trend in simulating emergent behavior in software
is to adopt agent-oriented programming [5, 6, 24], where the
constituents are represented as agents, and emergent interactions
among the agents are detected. These solutions mainly focus on the
detection of emergent behavior, and adopting agents to implement
detection algorithms, rather than providing means to explicitly rep-
resent emergent behavior in applications and to utilize it.

A naive example of representing an erroneous behavior as a
module is the exception handling mechanism of advanced program-
ming languages, where the behavior, its related data, and the set of
operations that can be performed on it is represented as an object.
Advanced programming languages offer means to utilize this object
in programs. Emergent gummy modules can be considered useful
in the domains of runtime verification and exception handling to
modularly represent erroneous emergent behavior, and to provide
means to control the behavior. In the runtime verification commu-
nity, a large number of DSLs have been proposed to modularize the
code for detecting emergent behavior from the base functionality
of software. In [13], we elaborated in details that these DSLs are
not expressive enough to define various kinds of emergent behav-
ior. Moreover, modular representation of emergent behavior, ex-
pressing its disappearance conditions as well as providing means
to utilize it in software are not studied in these DSLs.

Context-oriented programming (COP) [4] has been introduced
to facilitate modular implementation of context-aware applications.
Although detecting emergent behavior is a key issue in context-
aware applications, COP languages mainly focus on the linguistic
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abstractions for adapting applications according to detected behav-
ior; the notions of context and contextual behavior in these lan-
guages are limited to a set of predefined events or temporal corre-
lations among the events [10]. Explicit and modular representation
of a changing behavioral pattern via emergent gummy modules can
be considered complementary to the current COP languages.

During past years, we have been studying the need for modu-
larly representing behavioral patterns that emerge in the environ-
ment. We consider events as means to abstract necessary informa-
tion about environmental behavior, and have introduced the con-
cept of event-based modularization [12] to modularize the behav-
ior. Our first attempt along this line was via event modules [13, 14];
an event module is a means to modularize a set of correlated events
and the reactions to the events. The reactions can be expressed in
DSLs, which declaratively represent the specification of behavior.
Event modules respect the elastic and crosscutting nature of emer-
gent behavior, but cannot cope with the transient nature of emergent
behavior.

We have introduced gummy modules as the successor of event
modules [15], which are means to group a set of correlated event-
based code blocks. Gummy modules may be instantiated explic-
itly like objects; emergent gummy modules are a special case of
gummy modules, which encapsulate their lifetime conditions via
appearance and disappearance code blocks.

9. Conclusion and Future Work

In various application domains, it is necessary to consider certain
behavior that emerges in environment as a concern of interest, and
to represent it in software. We studied that emergent behavior has
three main characteristics: transient nature, elastic nature and cross-
cutting nature. These make emergent behavior distinctive from con-
ventional kinds of concerns; as a result, emergent behavior cannot
properly be modularized by OO and AO languages.

We introduced emergent gummy modules as dedicated linguis-
tic abstractions to modularly represent emergent behavior by en-
capsulating appearance and disappearance conditions, utilization
operations and synchronization rules.

Through explicit and modular representation of emergent be-
havior, a program contains ordinary objects that have tight cou-
pling to each other in terms of their lifetime, and emergent objects
that encapsulate their lifetime semantics. The interplays and com-
munications of these two kinds of objects with each other requires
further study.

For example, we would like to extend the GummyJ language
such that conventional application objects can communicate via
emergent gummy modules via explicit method invocations. This
implies that emergent gummy modules must support concurrent
operations; the lifetime and the internal states of an emergent
gummy module are updated according to the events that are ac-
quired from the environment, and the module can concurrently be
utilized by other application objects.

We would like to study the possibility of integrating GummyJ
with COP languages, so that dynamically changing contextual be-
havior and its relevant information can be represented via emergent
gummy modules. We would like to study the impacts of adopting
emergent gummy modules in defining the layer activation rules.
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